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For X an infinite set and ~x the power set of X, we define normal subsets of ~x. For a 
particular normal subset of ~x we give necessary and sufficient conditions for an order- 
automorphism to be determined by a bijection of X (that is, induced). We then characterise 
those normal subsets of ~x for which all order-automorphisms are induced. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Let M be a subset of ~x- We shall view M as a partially ordered set, the order 
being given by set inclusion, and write it as (M, c ). A bijection H of M is called 
an order-automorphism of s~, if H and H -1 preserve the natural ordering of M, 
that is, for every A, B e s~ 
A ~_ B if and only if H(A) c_ H(B). 
The set O-AutM of all order-automorphisms of M forms a group with 
composition given by H1H2(A) = HI(H2(A)), where/-/1,/-/2 e O-Aut M and A e M. 
We say that H e O-Aut M is induced if there exists an h in ~x, the group of all 
bijections of X, such that 
H(A)=h(A)(={h(x):xeA}),  for every A e M. 
We are interested in the problem of describing the group O-Aut M for various 
c ~x. Specifically, we are concerned with two questions: 
(1) The characterisation f all induced order-automorphisms of M; and 
(2) The characterisation f those M in ~x, for which all order-automorphisms 
are induced. 
Apart from being of independent interest, this problem is connected with the 
study of automorphisms of transformation semigroups. Namely, if an automorph- 
ism ¢ of a transformation semigroup S is inner (that is, acts as conjugation by 
some h e f~x), then ~ produces an induced order-automorphism of the set R(S) 
of ranges of all transformations in S. On the other hand, in instances where an 
automorphism ¢ of S yields an order-automorphism of R (S), the knowledge that 
all order-automorphisms of R(S) are induced, can be a first step in showing that 
is inner. See for example [1, 2]. 
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A subset M of ~x is termed 
h(~)=M,  for all h 
where h (~)= {h(A):A • M}. 
normal, if 
• @x, 
Equivalently, M is normal if whenever A • M, and 
B is a subset of X such that [BI - IA ]  and IB'[ "- IA'I (where B' =X\B) ,  then 
B • M. In particular, if A • d and IAI < IXl then B ¢ M for any subset B of X 
such that IBI = IAI. Let Nx be the collection of all normal subsets of ~x. 
We solve problems (1) and (2) for M •Arx . In Theorem 2.10 we establish 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an order-automorphism of M in Nx to be 
induced. Theorem 3.13 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for M in Xx to 
have only induced order-automorphisms. Moreover we show that provided 
M~ {4} or {X} (where 4 denotes the empty set), the group O-AutM is 
isomorphic to ~dx (Proposition 3.14). 
Remark 1.1. If M = { 4 } or {X}, then O-Aut M consists of only one element, the 
identity transformation ~'a of M. This ia is induced by any bijection of X. 
Therefore in the sequel we assume that M ~ {4} or {X}. Moreover, we assume 
that {4}, {X} ~; M. Indeed, if {X} ~M ({4} ~M) ,  then for every H • O-Aut M, 
H(X) = X(H(4)  = 4). Hence H is induced if and only if the restriction of H to 
the set M\{X} (M\{4})  is induced. 
If M is a subset of ~x, let 
o-rank M = {IAI :A • M} and o-defM = {IA'I :A e M} 
be the spectrum of ranks of M ~md the spectrum of defects of M respectively. 
For o~ • o-rank M and fl • o-def M let 
d~,,t~ = {A • d"  [A[ = tr, IA'[ = fl}, 
M, = U Mo,,t~ = {A e ~t-IAI = a}. # 
Note that for a normal set M, the set M~,,t3 comprises all A ~_ X with IAI = a 
and [A'I = ft. 
Remark 1.2. In future we use the following observation: if t~• o-rankM, 
< IXl, and Mo,,t~ :/: {4}, then M,,,a = M,,ix t = M~. 
We say that (~t, _~) is trivial if for every A and B in M, A c_ B implies A = B. 
The next lemma readily follows from the observation that 
= U ~,,,~. 
acEo-rank 
13 e cr-def ~f 
Lemma 1.3. Let ~t • Nx, then (~t, ~_) is trivial if and only if either ~t = ~tlx,, n or 
~t = M,~,nxl (=~t , )  for some fixed n • N. 
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If ~ is a normal subset of ~x, then for each h • ~dx the mapping H of ~ given 
by H(A)= h(A), each A • ~t, is an order-automorphism of ~t, specifically, an 
induced order-automorphism of ~t. We show that ~t • ~r x possesses non-induced 
order-automorphisms if and only if either ~ = ~tlXl,, or ~t = ~t,,jx ~ for some fixed 
n•[~,  n>l .  
2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for an order-automorphism to be 
induced 
Let M • Nx. Our main task in this section is to establish a criterionfordeciding 
whether a given order-automorphism H of M is induced. We will also assemble 
some useful machinery for our work in the following section. 
To show that an order-automorphism H of ~x is induced, we can use the fact 
that H maps singletons onto singletons, and that the restriction of H to singletons 
provides a bijection of X which induces H. When we consider an arbitrary normal 
~t, in a similar fashion we use the restriction of H • O-Aut ~ to the smallest 
available sets in ~t which can intersect pair-wise in singletons. If such smallest sets 
are not available in ~,  they are available in ~t*, the reflection of ~t (Definition 
2.2). Hence the two-sided nature of Theorem 2.10. 
We show that for every ~ • Nx and H • O-Aut ~t, H fixes each ~,,.p. That is, 
H(~t,~.t3) = ~t~.p. We start by presenting the following definition. 
Defmition 2.1. Let ~ • Xx. Then 
MS = U ,-~#,lXi, "~L = U "¢~IXI,P, 
oc ~ o- rank  ~ fl ~ o--clef z~[ 
informally called the set of 'small' sets in ~t and the set of 'large' sets in ~t 
respectively. 
Note that if ~tL n ~t s is non-empty, then it is equal to ~tlxl. ixt. It is clear, that 
both ~ts and ~L are normal, provided ~t is normal. 
Definition 2.2. Let ~t • Nx, then ~t* = {A' :A • ~t} is termed the reflection of ~t. 
Observe that M* • Nx and o-rank M* = o-def M, o-def M* = o-rank M. 
Definition 2.3. The map K:M--->M*, given by K(A)=A', for each A eM, is 
termed the reflection map. Certainly, K is a bijection. Moreover, K is an 
anti-order-automorphism, that is, for every A and B in M, 
A c_ B if and only if K(A) ~_ K(B). 
For every H • O-Aut M, let A(H)= KHK -1. The following lemma is self 
evident. 
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Lemma 2.4. A is an isomorphism from O-Aut ~t onto O-Aut of*. 
Proposition 2.$. Let ~ e )¢'x, H ~ O-Aut M, then 
H(M,,.p) = M..p, for every o~ e o-rank M, fl e o-def M. 
Proof. For the purpose of our proof it is convenient to introduce the following 
notation: for a~ ~ o-rank M, let 
~1= = {A e ~:  IAI ~> a} = s~\ [._J ~, .  (1) 
Our proof goes via the following steps: 
Step 1. For every finite a~ e o-rank M, 
A e d~ iff A e ~ and VB e ff~, B =A implies B =A. 
If A e M,,, then certainly A e ~1,,. Also, for every B e ~,  B =_ A, z = IAI t> 
IBI I> ~, which implies IBI = ~, and so B = A, since a~ is finite. 
For the converse, A ~ ~ implies that IAI~ > a~. Suppose [A I> a~, then any 
proper subset B of A of cardinality a~ is an element of ~ (since a~ ~ o-rank M), 
with B $ A. Hence IAI = m. 
It is not difficult to see that for each infinite A in M there exists a well-ordered 
chain {Aj} of at most IAI distinct subsets of A which are elements of ~ml- 
Now, for an infinite cardinal a~ in o-rank M and an A in M, let qg~(A) be the set 
of all well-ordered chains of distinct subsets of A which are elements of ~ .  
Clearly, if IAI < ~, then ~(A)  = {~b}. The following can be easily verified. 
Step 2. For every in f in i te ,  e o-rank ~ and A e d ,  
Ae~ iff max 
~e%(A) 
Step 3. For every a¢e o-rank ~d, H(M,,) = d,,. 
The set o-rank M of cardinals can be well-ordered and we write: o-rank .~ = 
{~1, ~2, . . . ,  mj , . . .} ,  where 0< i< j <lXI for i< j  (Remark 1.1). We use 
induction on the index j. 
Let j = 1. Clearly ~,,1 = M. If aq is finite, we use Step 1 to get the required 
result. Assume that aq is infinite. Then 
iff 
where H(~)= {H(D) :D e ~}. Hence we derive the result from Step 2. We 
conclude that H(~, )  = ~, .  
Fix j and assume the result is true for each i < ]. Then 
H(~o,~)- ~ ,  each i<~] (see (1)). (2) 
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We show that H(M~j) = M,j. If a 9 is finite, the result follows from Step 1 and (2), 
while if a~ i is infinite, Step 2 in conjunction with (2) ensure the result. The 
induction is complete. 
It readily follows from Step 3 and Remark 1.2 that 
H(s~.lx,) = M~.,xl, (3) 
for all a~ E a-rank ~,  a~ < [X[. If a-def ~ = {IX[}, the proof is complete. Hence 
assume that a-def M #: {IXI}. 
Step 4. For every f le o-def ~,  H(M~I.~ ) = ~,x,.t3- 
Let M* be the reflection of M (Definition 2.2). Recall that o-rank M*= o- 
def M, and for each f le o-def M let M; = {A e M* : IAI  = ~}.  Let K be the 
reflection map (Definition 2.3). Then KHK -1 e O-Aut M* (Lemma 2.4), and for 
each f le o-def M such that fl < IXl, 
H(Mixl.a) = K - IKHK-~(M; )  = K-~(M;)  (by Step 3 and KHK -~ e O-Aut M*) 
- -  ,~IXI, /3.  
Finally, if IXl e o-rank M n o-def M, then the equality 
H(M,xl.tx,) = M,x,.,x, 
follows by elimination. 
Step 4 in conjunction with (3) produces the desired result. [] 
Our next theorem (Theorem 2.8), while being formulated for a normal set 
containing 'small' sets, will give us (with the aid of Lemma 2.4) a means of 
deciding whether a given order-automorphism of an arbitrary normal set M is 
induced. 
Notation 2.6. Given ~t ~ Nx,  let/z = min{ ~r" o~ ~ o-rank M}. 
Remark 2.7. We will use the observation that if Y ~_ X with I YI - - > 0, n e N 
and ~, (Y )  is the collection of all distinct n-element subsets of Y, then 
{(°) 
IO~.(y)l  = n ' 
a~, if a~>~.  
Now we are ready to present 
Theorem 2.8. Let ~¢ ¢ 2¢'x be such that Ms =k {0}. Let H e O-Aut ,~. 
induced if and only if for every A, B ¢ ~,,~rl 
IA n BI -- 1 iff IH(A) n H(B)I - 1. 
Then H is 
(4) 
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Proof. If H is induced, then (4) is certainly true. For the converse we assume that 
(4) holds and show that H is induced. This is done in the following three steps: 
Step 1. Given x • X there exists a y • X such that for every A, B • M~,,ixl with 
A n B = {x} we have H(A) n H(B) = {y}. 
Let A and B in M~,,ixl be such that 
AAB={x},  H(A)NH(B)={y}.  
We show that for any other pair C, D in sg~,,ixl, CAD = {x} implies that 
H(C) n H(D) = {y}. Our proof depends on the value of/U. 
(i) /U = IXl. 
We can assume that 
AUB=X=CUD.  (5) 
(If AUBCX we substitute A 'O{x} for B. Then H(A)AH(B)~_H(A)A  
H(A' U {x)), and, due to our assumption (4), In(A) n H(B)I = 1 = In(A) n 
H(A' U {x})l. Hence H(A) n H(B) = H(A) O H(A' U {x}). Similar arguments 
apply to C and D.) 
Assumption (5) allows us in turn to assume that IA O CI = IXI, that is 
A O C • dlxl,lxl. Also, B U D = (An  C)' u {x} • dlxl,lx I. 
Now, each of the following three pairs of sets in S~lxl,lx I :An  C and B; A n C 
and D and A O C and B U D intersect precisely in the set {x}. Due to the 
assumption (4), we conclude that each o f  the inclusions below is, in fact, an 
equality: 
{y} = H(A) n H(B) ~ H(A n C) n H(B) 
~_ H(A n C) AH(B  u D) 
~ H(A n C) n H(D) 
~H(C)AH(D) .  
Hence H(C) n H(D) = (y }, as required. 
In view of the above and Proposition 2.5 we can assume that 
(ii) 1 </U < IXI. 
We write M~,,ix, as M~, (Remark 1.2). For C and D in M~, with IC n DO = I, let 
:~ be a subset of ~t~, with the properties: 
(a) For every distinct F,, F2 in ~r, IF, n F2I = 1; 
(b) For every F in :~, IA n FI = IB O FI = IC o FI = IOn  FI = 1. 
we  show that COD = {x} iff 3:~ (as described above) with I 1--IXl. Let 
A O B U C U D = Y, then IYI ~<4/U < IXI and IY'l -- ISl. If C n D = {x}, let ~r be a 
partition of Y' into IXl sets of cardinality/u - 1 each. (Note: by/U - 1 we mean/U, 
if/u is infinite, and the predecessor f/u, when/U is finite). Let ~: = {P U {x} :P • ~r}. 
Then :~ satisfies (a) and (b) and I: 1- Izl--IXl. 
For the converse assume C n D = {z}, z ~x ,  and ~: ~ ~¢~, satisfies (a) and (b). 
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For each F in ~ we have that [Y N FI > 1. (If not, then IY n F[ = I(A U B U C O 
D) n FI = [(A N F) U (B n F) U (C n F) U (D N F)[ <~ 1. Using condition (b) we 
conclude: 
A nF=B RF=CnF=D AF~A AB = {x}. 
or C n D _~ {x }, a contradiction.) Also, condition (b) implies for each F e ~, 
IY n FI = I(A n F) U (B n F) u (C n F) u (D n F)I ~ 4. 
Hence for each F e ~, 1 < I Y n F I ~< 4. 
Define a map 3." ~---> [._~=2 ~(Y) ,  such that Y ~-> Y n F, each F e ~. We show 
that 3. is 1-1. Indeed, assume F1 and F2 in ~ are such that 3.(F1) = $(F2). Then 
1 < IY nFl l  = IY nF~ n F:I ~ IFx n F21, 
so that [F~ n F2I > 1 and condition (a) ensures F1 = F2. Hence 
[~:[~< I~J ~(Y)[  <IXI  (]Yl<lXI  and Remark 2.7). 
I i=2  I 
This confirms that C n D = {x}. 
Observe now that the definition of the set ~ depends on the sets A, B, C and 
D. We denote this dependence by writing ~: = ~(A, B, C, D). Hence 
CAD={x} iff =l~:(A, B, C, D) with I~(A, B, C, D)I = IXl 
iff a~(H(A), H(B), H(C), H(D)) with 
I~(H(A), H(B), H(C), H(D))t- IXl (Assumption (4)) 
iff H(C) n H(D) = {y}. 
Now we are in a position to define a map h :X--> X via {h(x)} = H(A) n H(B), 
where A, B e M~.lxl with A n B = {x}. (Note: if # = 1, then h coincides with the 
action of H on ~q.) 
Step 2. h is a bijection of X. 
That h is well-defined is the content of Step 1. By considering the order- 
automorphism H -1, we can define a map k:X-->X via {k(x)} =H-X(A)n  
H-I(B), where A, B e ~t~,,ix I with A n B = {x}. It is straightforward to show that 
k is the inverse of h, and so h is a bijection of X. 
Step 3. H is induced by h. 
Firstly we show that H(A) = h(A), for each A ~ ~t~,.~xl. From the definition of h 
we at once have that h(A)~_ H(A). Take y E H(A) and let H(B)~ sg~.oq with 
H(A) O H(B) = {y}. Then there exists x e A such that A n B = {x}, and by the 
definition of h, h(x) = y. Hence H(A) c_ h(A), and the equality follows. 
Now let C be an arbitrary set in ~.  Since ~t is normal, the first part of the 
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proof in conjunction with Proposition 2.5 implies that 
H(C) = 1,3 H(A)= AY_c h(A)= h(  \ A~C A] = h(C). [] 
H(A)=_H(C) / 
H(A )~..~,IX I a ~'~, lx l  a ~'-~mlxl 
Now we generalize Theorem 2.8 to an arbitrary normal set M (recall, {~}, 
{x} • M, by Remark 1.1.) 
Let M • Nx and M* be the reflection of M (Definition 2.2). Then for every 
H • O-Aut M there exists a unique A(H)•  O-Aut M* given by A(H)= KHK -~ 
(Lemma 2.4). In view of Definition 2.3 the following result is straightforward. 
I~mma 2.9. Let M • .N'x and H • O-Aut M. Then H is induced if and only if 
A(H) is induced. 
Let v = min{fl :fl e o-def M}. (Note that v > 0 because of Remark 1.1.) 
Theorem 2.10. Let M • Xx and H • O-Aut M. Then H is induced if and only if 
either 
(i) IA n BI = 1 iff In(Ai n H(B)I = 1, VA, B • M~,lx t, when Ms :/: {¢}, or 
(ii) IA' n B'I = 1 iff In(A)' n H(B)'I = 1, VA, B ~ Mixj,~, when a~ • {4}- 
I f  both Ms and M~ are non-empty, then conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
Proof. Firstly assume that Ms 4: 4- Theorem 2.8 ensures that H is induced if and 
only if condition (i) holds. 
Now assume that ML 4: 4- In view of Lemma 2.9 it suffices to show that the 
order-automorphism A(H) of M* is induced if and only if (ii) holds. Now, the 
reflection M* contains 'small' sets (because Mr4:q0. Hence Theorem 2.8 
provides a criterion for deciding whether A(H) is induced. Note that 
rain{ tr: tr • o-rank M* } = v(= min{fl: fl • o-def M}), 
and denote, as usual, the set {A' • M* "lAI = IXI, IA'l = v} by M,,*lx I. Clearly, 
t * A •Mv, lxl iff A•Mixl,  v. 
Using Theorem 2.8 we can say that A(H) is induced if and only if 
IA' n B'[ - 1 iff IA(H)(A') n A(H)(B')[ - 1, 
for all A', B' • M~,lx I, or, equally, for all A, B • Mixl,v. Since for any A • M 
A(n) (a ' )  = rHr - l (a  ') =/4(a) ' ,  
the above condition for A(H) to be induced is equivalent to (ii), as required. 
Finally, we observe that if Ms and ML are both non-empty, then 
(i) holds <=~ H is induced <:~ (ii) holds, 
that is, conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. [] 
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3. Necessary and sufficient conditions (on ~¢ • ~x)  for all order- 
automorphisans to be induced 
As in the previous ection we firstly establish necessary and sufficient conditions 
on ~t • Ar x with ~ts :~ {~p} to have only induced order-automorphisms. Specifi- 
cally, we show that all order-automorphisms of ~t (with ~ts 4= 4') are induced if 
and only if either (~t, ~) is non-trivial or ~t = ~1. 
Remark 3.1. It is easily deduced from Lemma 1.3 that for ~t e Nx with 
~t s #: {~}, (~t, ~_) is non-trivial ff and only ff either 
(i) /~ is infinite, or 
(ii) /~ is finite and 3 g e o-rank M, ~ > p, 
where/~ is the minimal element of o-rank M (Notation 2.6). 
Our approach to the study of order-automorphisms of M depends on the value 
of g and (in the case when/~ is finite) on the value of ~. We point out that the 
case when/~ and ~ are both finite, proves to be the most complicated. 
The next lemma displays some properties of order-automorphisms of normal 
sets. 
Lenuna 3.2. Let ~t e ./f x, A, B, C, D e ~ and H e O-Aut ~. Then 
(i) A O B ~_ C iff H(A) U H(B) ~_ H(C); 
(ii) If A O B is a subset of some member of ~, then 
D~_AUB iff H(D)~H(A)UH(B) ;  
(iii) I rA U B e M, then H(A O B)= H(A) U H(B); 
(iv) IrA, B and A O B e M,,#, with oc, fl >>- Ro, then H(A n B) = H(A) n H(B). 
Proof. (i) This follows from the observation that 
AUB~C iff A~_CandB~_C.  
(ii) Since X ¢ M (Remark 1.1), there exists C in M with C _~ A U B and C q: X. 
Hence 
D~AUB iff VC e ~t, C _~ A U B implies C _~ D 
iff VH(C) e ~t, H(C) ~_ H(A) O H(B) implies H(C) D_ H(D) 
(because of (i)) 
iff H(D) ~_ H(A) U H(B). 
(iii) This equality readily follows from (i) and (ii). 
(iv) Clearly, 
H(A A B) ~ H(A) A H(B). (6) 
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To show that the reverse inclusion holds, note that H(A) n H(B) • sgo,,~, because 
H(A O B) ~_ H(A) n H(B) ~_ H(A), 
and H(A n B), H(A) • ag,,.t, (Proposition 2.5), where a~, ~ ~> ~.  By replacing A, 
B and H in (6) with H(A), H(B) and H -1 respectively, we get the required 
inclusion. [] 
Proposition 3.3. Let sg • 3<x, Sgs ~ {¢} and la be infinite. Then every H • O- 
Aut z~/s induced. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.8 it is sufficient o show that given H in O-Aut s~, 
IA n B[ = 1 itt IH(A) O H(B)I = 1, for every A, B • ~g~,,lxl. 
Take such an H and let A, B • sg~,,ixl. Two cases can occur: 
(i) A U B • ~gz, lxl- 
In order to establish a condition on A and B, which is equivalent to [A O B I = 1 
and is preserved under the order-automorphism H, we show: 
IA n B I = 1 iff 3 unique C • ~ with C ~ A c_ B U C. 
For any distinct A, B and C in M, we have 
C~A~_BUC iff A\B~_C~A 
iff C=(A\B)OD,  D~AOB.  
Hence for C • ~ with C ~ A _~ B U C to be unique, D can only be the empty set, 
that is IA O B I = 1. 
Now since C~A,  we have that B ~ B U C~B UA, where B, B UA • ~g~,txt- 
Thus B U C • sgz, lx I. With the aid of Lemma 3.2(iii) we conclude now 
IANBI = 1 iff 3un iqueH(C)eag  withH(C)~H(A)~H(B)UH(C)  
iff IH(A) n H(B)i = 1. 
B U P = B U (AkE) = (A U B)kE • M,x,,,x,. 
Observe now that we can substitute P for A, indeed: 
BAP=BO(A\E)=AAB (E~A\B) ,  
(ii) A U B ~ M~,,ixl. 
We show how this case can be reduced to (i). Since IA U B[ =# always (# is 
infinite), we must have that I(A UB)'I < IXl, and hence # = IXl. Then IA\BI = 
IB'I - IX[, because B • SglxHx I and [(A U B)' I  < IXl. Write A\B  = E 0 F, where 
E, F • Mlxl,lxl and let P = A \E. Certainly P • MlxHxl, and 
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and, with the aid of Lemma 3.2(iv) we deduce that 
H(B) N H(P) = H(B)  f') H(A) N H(E')  = H(A) N H(B) 
Since B O P ~ agtxt, lxt, the required result follows from (i). [] 
(because B ~_ E'). 
We continue to study order-automorphisms of a normal set ~ with ~t s :/: ¢ and 
(~,  _ )  being non-trivial. That means (Remark 3.1) that either/~ is infinite (and 
Proposition 3.3 covers this possibility) or/~ is finite and there exists a~ e ~7-rank ~,  
tr :~/~. Our next approach to the study of order-antomorphisms of ~t depends on 
the value of ac. 
Remark 3.4. In the sequel we use the fact that the function f (x )= (~) for 
x ~ N,x >- a is 1-1, for any a ~ N. 
Proposition 3.5. Let ~ ~ ,/fx, ~s  =/: {¢}, # be finite and there exists an cr~ or- 
rank ~ such that cr >1 21z - 1. Then every H ~ O-Aut ~¢ is induced. 
Proof. Take an H e O-aut M. Due to Theorem 2.8 it is sufficient o show that for 
all A, B ~ ~, ,  IA N BI = 1 iff IH(A) N H(B)[ = 1. For A and B e MF,, let 
Then 
~(A,  B)= {D ¢ ~g~, :D =__A U B}. 
I~(A, B)I = (IA U BI). 
Hence 
IANBI -  1 iff 
iff 
I~D(A ,B) I=(2 /~ 1) (Remark3.4) 
I~(H(A),  H(B))I = (21z~ 1) (A U B is a subset of 
some member of M-,,~xl 
and Lemma 3.200) 
iff IH (A)NH(B) I= I  (Remark3.4). [] 
Due to the above result we can assume now that ~u is finite and c~ < 2/z - 1. 
Let [~,,~, be the initial finite segment of N given by 
N~,~, = {n ~ N:n/z - (n - 1)c~ ~ 0}. 
Remark 3.6. Observe that 
{ [ N,~,~,= 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~ , 
where [ J is the usual largest integer function. Since tr < 2/~ - 1, Lcr/(cr- ~)J ~2.  
Dellailion 3.7. Let •:  N,~,~,---> l~, such that n ~ n# - (n - 1)or, for each n e N,,,~,. 
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Observe that r is a strictly decreasing function. Our interest in the map • lies in 
the fact that for any pair of sets A and B in ~,  U ~, ,  the property of having the 
cardinality of their intersection equal to z(n) (n ~ N~,~) is preserved under any 
order-automorphism of ~ (Corollary 3.9 and Lemma 3.10). 
Lemma 3.8. Let ~ ~ ~/'x, # < oc < 2# - 1, and H ~ O-Aut M. Then for each A 
and B ~ ~ and for all n ~ [~,~,, 
(i) IA nBl>~ r(n) iff IH(a)nH(B)l>~ r(n), 
(ii) I anB I  ~< r(n) i f f ln (a)nH(B) l<~ r(n). 
Proof. We use induction on n. 
Note that ~'(1) = #. For n = 1, (ii) holds for every A and B in ~¢~,, (i) follows 
from the simple observation that IA n B[ 1> # iit A = B. 
Our induction step requires n to be greater than 2. Hence we prove now the 
result for n = 2. 
IAABI~>~r(2) iff IAUBI=IAI+IBI-IAABI<~o~ 
iff 3 at least one C e ~,  A U B _c C 
iff ::l at least one H(C) e ,do. H(A) O H(B) ~_ H(C) 
(Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.20) 
if[ IH(A) U H(B)I ~< cr 
iff IH(A)nH(B)I>~ r(2), 
which confirms (i). If we exchange "<~" and "I>" in the above inequalities and 
substitute the words "at least one" for "at most one" we get a proof of (ii). 
Now fix n > 2, n e N,,~, and assume the result is true for n -  I e N~,~,. We 
prove the result for n. Let 
q~ = (C ~ ~,  :IA O CI i> l:(n - 1), IB n CI I> z(2)}. 
We show: 
I 0, I~¢l = non-zero and finite, 
linfmite, 
if IA n BI < r(n), 
if I.A n BI = ~(n), 
if [An BI > ¢(n). 
Our proof goes via the following steps: 
Step 1. If IA n BI < l:(n), then I~1 = 0. 
Assume c¢ is non-empty and C 6 c¢, then 
# = ICl I> I(a u B) n CI - - Ia n CI + IB n C I -  Ia n B n CI 
I> r(n) + #: -  IA O BI. (Remark 3.7) 
Thus IA O B I ~> r(n), which confirms the result. 
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Observe that the above chain of inequalities turns into a chain of equalities 
provided IA O BI = z(n). In particular we then have ICI -- I(A U B) o CI, each 
C • cg, or C ~_ A U B, so 
,,,_<(,tO,,) 
/z 
Thus we have shown 
Step 2. If IA n B I = l:(n), then Ca is a finite set. 
We proceed with 
Step 3. If IA n BI I> z(n), then Ca is non-empty. If IA n BI > ,(n),  then =lC • qg, 
CCAUB. 
Assume IA O B[ = l >~ ~(n) and let A O B = C1. Our construction of a set C in 
ca depends upon the value of I. 
If l >I ~(2), then choose (72 ~_ (ALI B)',  IC21 -- ~ - l (since we can assume 
A ~ B, l < Iz, so C2~ ~). Let C= CI LI C2, then C•  ~ with C ~ A O B. 
If z(n - 1) ~< l < r(2), choose Ca ~_ B \A,  Iql  - ~(2) - l; C4 =_ (a U B)', Iql  - 
/t - lr(2) (since/z > z(i), i ~ 1, i • [~o,,F,, we have/z - 3(2) > 0, or C4 ~ ~). Let 
C = C~ LI Ca U (74. Then C • cg with C ~ A U B. 
Finally, if z(n)<~l < z(n-1) ,  let Ca~_B\A, [Cal= z(2)- l ,  Cs~_A\B, I q l -  
• (n - 1) - l; c6 =_ (a U B)', IC61 - l - z(n). Let C = C~ 0 Ca 0 (75 13 C6, then 
C•  :¢ with C SA  LIB for l>  T(n). 
Step 4. If IA n BI > ~(n), then Ca is infinite. 
Step 3 ensures there exists C ¢ Ca with C ~ A U B. Let x • C\(A U B). Then for 
any y in (A U BUC) ' ,  D = (C \  {x}) U {y} is also an element of Ca. Since 
I(A U n U C)'l - IXl  (A, B, C ~ ~)  we conclude that 
ICal ~> I(A u B u C)'l = IXl I> ~. 
Steps 1-4 supply us with information about the size of the set Ca. We can 
conclude that ICal and IA O BI are mutually dependent, namely, 
IAAB I~(n)  iff Ical>0, 
IAABI<~(n) iff Ical<~o. 
The definition of the set ca depends on sets A and B, and we denote this 
dependence by writing ca = Ca(A, B). By the induction supposition 
C ~ Ca(A, B) iff H(C) ~ Ca(H(A), H(B)). 
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Hence the cardinality of c~ is preserved under the order-automorphism H, that is 
I(¢(A, B)I = I :¢(H(A), H(B))I. 
The result follows. [] 
From Lemma 3.8 we immediately deduce 
Coronary 3.9. Let ~ ~ ,/¢'x, Is < tr < 2# - 1 and H • O-Aut ~t. Then for each A 
and B in ~, ,  
IAABI=~(n)  iff H(A)OH(B)=r (n)  Vn~N, , , .  
We extend this result to pairs of sets in a~o, U a/~. 
Lemma 3.10. Let s~ ~ Nx, It < ol < 21z - 1, and H • O-Aut ~. Then for each A 
and B in ~ U ~t, 
IA O BI = ~(n) iff IH(A) O H(B)I = ~(n) Vn • •,,,,. 
Proof. Let A and B be in ~,~ U ~, .  Then 
IA O BI = ~(n) tit max max IC n DI = ~(n) 
C~_A, Ceal~ D~_B, D~a~l~ 
iff max max IH(C) A H(D)I = r(n) 
H(C)~_H(A), H(C)~.~ H(D)~_H(B), H(D)e.~u 
(Proposition 2.5, Lemma 3.8 and Corollary 3.9) 
iff IH(A) n H(B)I = ~(n). [] 
Finally, we are ready to show that when /z<t~<2/~-l,  all order- 
automorphisms of af are induced. 
Proposition 3.11. Let ~ • Nx, la be finite and there exists an o: • a-rank ~ such 
that It < te < 21a - 1. Then every order-automorphism H of ~ is induced. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.8 we must show that given H • O-Aut ~/ 
IAABI=I  iff IH (A)AH(B) I= I  VA, B~, .  
Let m = [a~/(a: - /z) J  be the maximal element of N,~,~, and 
{m if l :(m)> 0, 
n= ' -1 ,  if ~(m) = O. 
Recall (Remark 3.6) that m I> 2, and so n • N,,,~,. Moreover, n - 1 e N,~,~,. To 
show this it suffices to show that ~(m)= 0 implies m-  2 > 0 (and so m-  2 
N,~,~,). This follows since lr(2)= 2~u- a:> 1, because of the conditions of the 
proposition. 
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Assume IA n BI = l ~< r(n) and choose 
D • M~ with B c_ D and IA n DI = r(n) (7) 
(it is possible, since z(n) >- l). Define a set ~ ~_ ~t~ via 
cg = {C • d~'A  c_ C, IB n cI = r(n), IC nOl  = r(n - 1)}. 
We show that the cardinality of ~ does not depend on the choice of the set D (as 
long as (7) is satisfied), however there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween I~¢1 and 
IA nBI .  
We start by showing that for any D, which satisfies (7), 
C•~ iff C=A( J (A 'nB 'nD)OE,  
where E~_A'nB,  IEI = r (n) - l .  Thus the number of elements in c~ is 
determined by the number  of subsets E of  A '  n B of  cardinality z(n)  - l. 
Let C • c~, then C = A 0 (A' n C), since A _ C. Write 
A' n C = (A' r iB'  nc )  0 (A' AB OC), 
and denote  A '  n B n C by E,  then 
IEI = IB n C I -  IA n B n CI = IB n C I -  IA n BI = r(n) - l. 
Hence 
C=A O(A' AB'  nc)u  E, 
and we only have to show that 
E cA '  n B, IEI = l'(n) - l, 
Write 
Since 
A' nB '  nC=A'  nB '  nD. 
A' r iB '  n c = (A' nB'  ncnD)0  (A' nB '  n c n D'). 
IA' n C nD'l  = IC no ' l -  IA n C nD'l 
= ICI- IC n D I -  IAI + IA n DI 
= a" -  r(n - 1) - # + r(n)  -O ,  
(because A _c C) 
we conclude that 
A' NB 'N  C=A'  NB '  n CAD cA '  NB'  ND. 
By interchanging A and B, and C and D in the above argument, we get the 
reverse inclusion. 
For the converse assume that C = A 0 (A' n B' n D) 0 E, where E ~_ A '  n B, 
IEI = r(n) - l .  We show that C e cg. Indeed: 
IC I -  IAI + IA' n B' n DI + Igl, 
where 
IA 'AB 'NDI - IA 'ADI - IA 'ABNDI  
- ID I -  Ia n D I -  IBI + Ia n BI 
= tr - l '(n) - # + l. 
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Hence  
ICI = # + m - l:(n) - # + l + r(n)  - l = ~, 
Certainly, A ~ C, and 
Also, 
or C e M~. 
IB f3 CI = I(A N B) 0 (B Iq E)I = l + IEI (because E _= B) 
= r(n). 
ICnDI  = IAnDI  + la '  r iB '  nD I  + ID nE I .  
Now, E ~_ B =_ D, so ID n El = IEI, and 
IC n DI = r(n)  + # - r (n)  - p + l + r(n) - l = z(n - 1), 
as required. 
Having established the form of each C in <¢ we deduce that 
Iml-- (IA' N BI m - 1 # - l - l , ) - ( .  + ,)-(." 
Remark 3.4 ensures that 
(#-1)  
IA n BI = 1 iff I~1 = # _ ~(n) " 
Observe now that the definition of <¢ depends on the sets A, B and D. We denote 
this dependence by writing ~ = ~(A, B, D). Then 
IA f ' IB I= I  iff [qg(A ,B ,D) I= #- r (n )  
( p -1  ) (Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10) i~ I~(n(a) ,  H(B), H(D)) I  = U - , (n )  
iff In (a )nH(e) l  = 1. [] 
Our next result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a normal set M 
with Ms 6: {O} to have only induced order-automorphisms. The proof is left to 
the reader. 
Theorem 3.12. Let M ~ Jf x and Ms ~ {O}. Then all order-automorphisms of M 
are induced if and only if either (M, ~_ ) is non-trivial or M = M1. 
It is not difficult to verify the following result in which we extend Theorem 3.12 
to an arbitrary normal set. 
Theorem 3.13. Let M ~ Xx. Then every H ~ O-Aut M is induced if and only if 
either (M, ~_) is non-trivial or M = M1 (=Ml,lxl), or sd = Mixl, 1. 
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Finally, as a bonus we show that, provided M*  {$} or {X}, the group 
O-Aut af is isomorphic to the group @x of all bijections of X. 
Proposition 3.14. Let s~ ~ )¢x, M ~ {$), or {X}. Then O-Aut M - @x. 
Proof. Assume firstly, that M is such that every H e O-Aut M is induced. Then 
the map g2:O-Aut M---> ~dx, given by g2(H)= h, where h e ~3x induces H, each 
H ~ O-aut M, is an isomorphism. 
Now assume M possesses non-induced order-antomorphisms, then either 
= Mn, lxl or M = ~t~xl,n, some n ~ N, n > 1 (Theorem 3.13). Clearly, O- 
Aut M = ~3a, where qda is the group of all bijections of M. Moreover, Remark 2.7 
ensures that I~t I= IXI. So 
O-Aut ~ = ~3a ---- tax. El 
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